It is well recognized that looking for new physics at lower energy colliders is a tendency which is complementary to high energy machines such as LHC. Based on large database of BESIII, we may have a unique opportunity to do a good job. In this paper we calculate the branching ratios of semi-leptonic processes D + s → K + e − e + , D + s → K + e − µ + and leptonic processes D 0 → e − e + , D 0 → e − µ + in the frames of U (1) ′ model, 2HDM and unparticle separately. It is found that both the U (1) ′ and 2HDM may influence the semi-leptonic decay rates, but only the U (1) ′ offers substantial contributions to the pure leptonic decays and the resultant branching ratio of D 0 → e − µ + can be as large as 10 −7 ∼ 10 −8 which might be observed at the future super τ -charm factory.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of tasks of the colliders with high-intensity but lower-energy is to find traces of new physics beyond the Standard Model(SM) through measuring the rare decays with high accuracy, namely look for deviations of the measured values from the SM predictions. Generally, it is believed that new physics scale may exist at several hundreds of GeV to a few TeV whereas for lower energies, the contributions from new physics might be drowned out in the SM background. However, in some rare decays, contributions from SM are highly The rare decays of D and B mesons provide a favorable area because they are produced at e + e − colliders, where the background is much cleaner than that at hadron colliders.
The newest measurements set upper bounds for the branching ratios of D [1] . Theoretically, those decay processes receive contributions from both short and long distance effects of SM [2] .
Especially, for D + s → K + e − e + , its rate mainly is determined by the long distance effect and the SM predicted value is 1.8 × 10 −6 , which is higher than the short distance contribution ( 2 × 10 −8 [2] ) by two orders. For other concerned processes, the contributions from SM are so small that can be neglected.
As indicated, at lower energy experiments, one can notice the new physics trace, but cannot determine what it is, thus in collaboration, theorists would offer possible scheme(s)
to experimentalists and help them to extract information from the data. That is the main idea of this work.
There are many new physics models (BSM) constructed by numerous theorists, for example, the fourth generation [3] , the non-universal Z ′ boson [4] [5] [6] [7] , the 2 Higgs doublet model(2HDM) [8] [9] [10] and the unparticle [11] [12] [13] etc., in their framework, FCNC/LFV processes occur at tree level. Thus once such rare decays involving FCNC/LFV processes are experimentally observed, one may claim existence of BSM, then comparing the values predicted by different models with the data, he would gain a hint about what BSM may play role which is valuable for high energy colliders.
In Refs. [14, 15] . Those results will be tested in future BES III experiment. Indeed ,we lay our hope on the huge database of BES III, without which we cannot go any further to search for new physics after all.
We, in this work, also try to set schemes for analyzing the data on those decays based on the BES III data and extract information about new physics BSM. 
where
After some simple reductions, M SM is transited to
where q = p 1 + p 2 , C 7 = 4.7 ×10 −3 [17] . Following Refs. [2, 15] , we also consider the resonance
+ with i = ρ, ω, φ which are accounted as long distance contributions and the corresponding Feynman diagrams are shown in Fig.1 .
Thus C 9 can be written as
with κ ρ = 0.7, κ ω = 3.1 and κ φ = 3.6. The second part in the parenthesis corresponds to the long-distance contributions.
Following Ref. [14, 17] , the hadronic form factors are written as
where f The long-distance contribution is of an order of 10 −6 [2] . Thus the contribution from SM may be close or even larger than that of BSM, so they would interfere among each other.
We will discuss it in section 4.
The U(1) ′ model was proposed and applied by many authors [4, 5, 18, 19] , and the corresponding lagrangian is
where 
2HDM type III (b) and unparticle (c) respectively.
The corresponding Feynman amplitude with Z ′ as the mediate particle was derived by the authors of [4, 5, 18, 19] as
The contributions of SM (indeed from the long-distance part) and Z ′ might be of the same order depending on the model parameters thus we should consider their interference.
So we have
Averaging initial spin and summing over finial spin polarizations, the decay width Γ(D
where λ(a, b, c) = 
where ρ E ij and ρ U ij stand for effective coupling constants for leptons and quarks respectively. cos α is the mixing angle between light and heavy Higgs bosons. Following Refs. [10, 20] , we take cos α → 0.and do not adopt the so-called ChengCSher ansatz for ρ f ij which was discussed in Ref. [8] . Instead, we take a range of ρ f ij to 0.1 ∼ 0.3 as suggested in Ref. [20] . The Feynman amplitude corresponding to contributions through exchanging a heavy
Higgs boson is
The differential decay width dΓ(D
Then we obtain the total decay width by integrating over dq 2 as done in Eqn.10.
D. contribution from unparticle
The idea of unparticle was proposed by Georgi [11] a while ago. Then many authors followed him to explore relevant phenomenology and study the basic theory. In the scenario of unparticle, flavor changing term exists in the basic Lagrangian, so that the FCNC can occur at tree level. One is naturally tempted to conjecture that the unparticle mechanism may contribute to D 
where c f ′ f s stands for coupling constants between unparticle and fermions, O U is the scalar unparticle field, d U is a nontrivial scale dimension and Λ U is an energy scale at order of TeV.
The propagator of the scalar unparticle is [13, 22, 23 ] Fig.3 .
(b)
(a) and unparticle (b).
The corresponding Feynman amplitude with Z ′ as the mediate particle is written as
we have
The decay width Γ(D
B. contribution from unparticle D 0 → e − e + and D 0 → e − µ + could also be realized via exchanging a scalar unparticle, and the corresponding Feynman amplitude is 2.5x10 -6 3.0x10 1.5x10 -6 2.0x10 -6 2.5x10 -6 3.0x10 1.0x10 -6
The decay width Γ(D
0 → e − e + ) is Γ = (c cu s c ee s ) 2 f 2 D √ m 2 D −4m 2 e me 2 2 9−4d U π 4−4d U m 4−4d U D Λ 4d U U Γ 2 [1/2+d U ] sin 2 d U πΓ 2 [d U −1]Γ 2 [2d U ] .(23)
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
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where κ = 3 [21] . Then we plot the branching ratio of decays D Fig.6 . 
V. SEARCHING FOR SEMI-LEPTONIC AND LEPTONIC DECAYS BASED ON THE LARGE DATABASE OF BESIII
In this section, let us discuss possible constraints and the potential to observe the afore- At these energies, the charmed mesons are produced in pairs. That is to say, if only one charmed meson is reconstructed in an event, which is defined as a single tag event, there must exist another charmed meson in the recoiling side. With the selected singly tagged events, the concerned rare charm decays can be well studied in the recoiling side of the reconstructed charmed meson. This is named as the double-tag technology, which is firstly employed by the MARK-III Collaboration and now widely used in the BES III experiments. With this method, the two charmed mesons are both tagged in one event, one of the charmed mesons is reconstructed through a well measured hadronic channel, then the other one decays into the concerned signal process. Benefiting from the extremely clean background, the systematic uncertainties in double tag measurements can be reduced to a fully controlled level.
In principle, there are two ways to perform the search for rare/forbidden decays. One is based on the single tag method where one charmed meson is reconstructed for the signal process while no any constraint is set to the other. This method can provide larger statistics meanwhile a more complex and higher background might exist as the price to pay. Another way is using the double tag method which presents a simple and clean backgrounds but a relatively poorer statistics (see table IV). Whether employing the double-tag technique for studying the relevant processes depends on a balance between reducing background contaminations and expecting higher statistics. In the following, we discuss the statistics of the measurements on the rare decays, which may compose the factor to restrict the ability of searching for new physics in most cases. For single tag method, the background analysis is severely mode dependent. Thus, to simplify the estimation, we will focus our discussion on the result of double tag method. In this work, we calculate the decay rates of D Thus the new physics contribution would be buried in the SM background. However, as we only consider the constraints on U ′ (1) parameter taken by fitting the data of τ → 3l other than D 0 −D 0 mixing, the predicted branching ratio can be large to order of 10 −6 , thus the resultant amplitude might interfere with the SM long-distance contribution.
In future BES III experiment, the experimental sensitivity can be up to order of 10 −6 ∼ account the BES III and even the planned high luminosity τ -charm factory will not be able to "see" those rare decays as predicted by these models. However, it by no means forbids experimental search for these rare decays in the charm energy regions based on the huge data sample collected by BES and the future τ -charm factory. Blind experimental search is not affected by the available theoretical prediction because the present BSM are only possible ones conjectured by theorists, while nature might suggest an alternative scenario.
Once such new observation is made, we would be stunned and explore new models BSM to explain the phenomena, thus our theories would make new progress, and that is what we expected.
